Abstract. The optimal storage properties of three different neural network models are studied. For two of these models the architecture of the network is a perceptron with *J interactions, whereas for the third model the output can be an arbitrary function of the inputs. Analytic bounds and numerical estimates of the optimal capacities and of the minimal fraction of errors are obtained for the first two models. The third model can be solved exactly and the exact solution is compared to the bounds and to the results of numerical simulations used for the two other models.
Introduction
The problem of the optimal storage capacity of a network (Gardner 1987a (Gardner , 1988 and references therein) can be formulated in its simplest version as follows. Consider a set of P patterns, each pattern p consisting of N input bits S? = *l for 1 S i G N and one output bit R p = *l. Is it possible to find a Boolean function F of N variables such that = F ( S ? , s;, . . . , SK,) (1) is satisfied for each pattern p ?
Each pattern I* can be viewed as an example ({Sy} is the input and R p is the right answer to that input) and the question is whether there exists a Boolean function F which gives the right answer for all the P examples.
It is in general possible to find such a Boolean function F (unless there are contradictory examples, i.e. examples with the same inputs and opposite output: see model C below) since a Boolean function F of N variables is fully determined by 2 N bits corresponding to its 2" possible inputs. For each input { S : } which belongs to the P examples, one chooses for the output the right answer R w whereas one can choose the output at random for the remaining 2 N -P possible inputs.
The problem becomes more difficult when restrictions are imposed on the possible functions F, in particular if one assumes that the inputs and the output belong to a neural network with a complex architecture (for example, with layers of hidden units). The simplest network for which the role of the architecture is essential is the perceptron (Rosenblatt 1962, Minsky and Papert 1969) (figure 1). In that case, the possible functions F are characterised by N real numbers J i , 1 S is N (the synapses):
Because equation (2) The typical questions one can ask about such a problem are the following. (i) What is the maximum number P, of examples that the network can store? (ii) For P < P,, how many different functions F solve the P equations (2) (v) Are there algorithms able to find the optimal choice of the J, (i.e. the set of J, which satisfies the maximum number of equations (2))?
All these questions have been studied recently (Gardner 1987a , 1988 , Gardner and Derrida 1988 and references therein) for the case of the spherical constraint (3).
The only technique which has been used so far to study questions (i)-(iv) analytically is the replica method. For the spherical model (defined by (3)) it was found that if the P patterns are chosen at random and are not correlated, there exists a maximal storage capacity (Venkatesh 1986) 
CYc=2
(4) where
The volume of phase space (i.e. of the set of the J, for which all, or more precisely almost all, of the equations (2) are satisfied) was obtained for CY < a , (Gardner 1987a (Gardner , 1988 . The minimal fractionf,,, of wrong patterns was calculated for a > CY, (Gardner and Derrida 1988) . All these calculations having been done with the replica approach assuming a replica symmetric solution, it is generally believed that the results should be trusted only when the replica symmetric solution is stable. For the spherical model, I n p u t
5, 5?
o u t p u t the replica symmetric solution is stable for a a , = 2 and unstable for a > 2. SO the calculation of the volume of phase space for a < 2 and the threshold ac=2 are in principle right whereas the expression of fmin obtained for a > 2 should be incorrect.
In this paper, some results on three similar problems will be presented. For the first two problems (models A and B), even the value of a , is not known exactly. Upper bounds for a,, for the volume of phase space (for a < a c ) and a lower bound for fmin (for a > a,) will be calculated. Also numerical estimates of a , will be obtained. Lastly, the third model C is a kind of random energy limit of the problem which allows one to calculate fmi, exactly. These three models are defined as follows.
. . Model A
The definition is the same as for the spherical model ( 2 ) except that the spherical constraint (3) is replaced by an Ising constraint
So, if P uncorrelated random patterns (IS!'}, R'") are given, the first question is whether there exists a choice of J, = i l such that the P equations are satisfied simultaneously.
The etc. Using the replica symmetric ansatz for this model A, all these quantities have been calculated (Gardner and Derrida 1988) . In particular, the replica symmetric solution (which was unstable for a > a,) gave aC=4/.rr= 1.273.
This prediction is certainly incorrect because a , must be less than 1 (Gardner and Derrida 1988) . For each pattern p, one bit R p is stored by the network. The network can store up to N a , bits. This information is encoded in the N bits Ji. Therefore Na, should be less than N (see 00 2 and 3).
Model B
For model B, the network is the same as for model A: a perceptron with Isinginteractions ( J , = *l). The only difference is that for each pattern the output R'" is correlated with the input { S ? } in the following sense. One considers that the P examples, ( { S t } , R'") are given by a teacher which is itself a perceptron with N interactions K , = *l chosen at random. For each example, a pattern p is constructed by choosing the input {SY} at random and by asking the teacher what is the right answer for R'":
The question one can then ask is: how many different choices of the J, give for the P examples the same answers as the teacher? For N + CO, one expects a critical value a , of a = P / N . For a < aye, there exist several choices of {.Ii} which give the same R w as { K , } , whereas for a > a , this choice is unique ({J,} = { K ! } ) . So a , gives the size of the learning set. Once the network has learnt more than N a , examples, it knows how to generalise perfectly and it can answer correctly any new question posed by the teacher.
Model C
For model C, the P patterns are random (random input IS?} and random output R p ) , and no constraint is imposed on the function F. So F is an arbitrary Boolean function of N variables. The only problem in this model C comes from contradictory patterns (patterns with the same input but opposite output). For this model C, the minimal fraction fmi, of errors can be calculated exactly as a function of the number P of patterns. The main interest of this model C is that fmi, can be calculated exactly. This exact result should be a good test for the replica method: all the replica calculations of fmi, which have been done so far are not acceptable because the replica symmetric solution is always unstable.
Bounds for models A and B
Let us call %' = { J , } a configuration of the { J , } , For model A, the probability Q ( %') that a configuration % gives the right answer R'" for the P random patterns ({Sy},
So if R is the number of configurations which give the right answer for all the P random patterns, the average (R) (which is the average over the P random patterns) is (11)
For a > 1, (R) is much less than 1. Since R can only take integer values (Derrida 1980 , Gardner 1987b , it is clear that the probability that R # 0 is less than (a). This implies that R # 0 with a probability which vanishes as N + CO. So for a > 1, s1= 0 with probability 1 when N+co. This implies that a c s 1.
Notice that for cy < 1, one cannot deduce anything from (10) except bounds: when (R) is much larger than 1, it is either possible that R Z O with a finite probability or that R = 0 with probability 1 (when N + CO). This last case is possible if there are only rare events for which R # 0 and if for some of these rare events R is very large.
The bound (12) agrees with the simple argument given in the introduction (that a , cannot exceed 1) and gives another way of showing that the replica prediction a , = 4 /~ is incorrect.
In most cases in disordered systems, the typical values of quantities which increase exponentially with the system size N are given by averaging the logarithm. Since from the convexity of the log, one always has for any random variable z, one obtains from (11) a bound (Gardner 1986 ):
This upper bound is not a very profound result because one expects that (log Q) = -CO.
This is due to the events with contradictory patterns ({Sy} = {Sy} but R @ = -R Y )
which give Q = 0. Although these events are very rare, they force (log 0) to be -W .
To avoid this problem, one can consider (log( 1 + Q)) and one gets, using again the convexity of the log, (log(l+.R))<log(l+(.R,)
which implies the following bound for a < 1 (model A):
For a > 1, it is also possible to obtain a lower bound for the minimal fraction fmin of errors. If one defines Q( %, f ) to be the probability that a configuration V gives the right answer (the right R p ) for P(l -f ) patterns and the wrong one for pf patterns, then one has where f is such that (a)-1, i.e. is the (smaller) solution of
The a dependence of the lower bound f for model A is shown in figure 2 (it is non-zero only for a > 1). 
( N x ) ! ( N ( 1 -x) ) ! One can calculate the probability Q( %, x ) that a configuration { J , } gives the same R " as { K i } for all the P random patterns p ; one can write
where k p is the output obtained by the configuration { K , } and R " is the output obtained by { J , } for the same random input {SY}. Y is the sum of N x random numbers *1 whereas Z is the sum of N ( 1 -x ) such random numbers. The probability that For any value of x, one can get an upper bound for a,(x), the critical number of examples above which there is no configuration { J ! } which gives the same output R " as { K , } for all the patterns p. The argument is again that if (O(x))<< 1, then n ( x ) = O with probability 1:
One can calculate the maximal value (over x) of the right-hand side of (25) and cy, = max x ( a c ( x ) ) < 1.448.. . . one finds 1.448. This implies that Below a,, there exist some configurations { J i } # {Ki} which give the right answer for all the P examples. Above a,, the only configuration is { J , } = { K i } . Therefore N a , is the number of examples that the system has to learn before it is able to generalise without any error.
As for model A, it is possible to obtain for model B an upper bound on the volume of phase space, i.e. on the number of configurations { J i } which give the same answer as { K i } for the P patterns:
One can obtain also a lower bound f(x) for the minimal fraction f m i n ( x ) of errors for a > a , ( x ) . For each configuration {Ji} which has an overlap given by (20), the probability Q( %, x , f ) that it gives the right answer to P( 1 -f) patterns and the wrong one to Pf patterns is 
This result is valid as long as x # O and x # 1 because we have used in (22) and (23) the fact that both Y and 2 are sums of a large number of random variables. (If {J,} = { K i } except for a finite number of interactions, the calculation should be done in a different way). This is why from the very beginning one knows that a,(l) = 03 since the solution { J , } = { K i } gives the right output for an arbitrary number P of patterns whereas (25) would give a,( 1) = 0.
The lower bound f ( x ) for model B is plotted as a function of a for x = 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75 in figure 2.
Numerical simulations of models A and B
In this section, numerical estimates of a , are obtained for models A and B.
For model A, the procedure is the following. For finite N ( N = 3, 5, 7, . . . , 15) one calculates by a Monte Carlo sampling the average number ( P ) of examples that the system can store without error: the first example is chosen at random (i.e. the S,' = i l and RI = i l are chosen at random). Then one goes through the 2N possible choices of the { J i } and one keeps only the {I,} which give the right answer RI. Then one chooses at random the second pattern and one goes through the remaining configurations { J i } in order to eliminate again the { J i } which give a wrong answer for R 2 , and so on. If there exist some choices of the { J i } which give the right answer for the first P patterns and if no choice exists for P + 1 patterns, this means that for this sample the system can store exactly P patterns. This value of P depends on the sample since it depends on the random choices of the Sy and R'. One averages P over many samples (here the number of samples will always be 10 000) and one defines an estimate a , ( N ) of a , for a system of size N by We see in figure 3 that a , ( N ) has a regular N-' dependence and, from the data of figure 3, one can estimate that in the limit N + 00 a , = 0.75 * 0.05.
(32)
The same procedure can be repeated for model B. One chooses first a fixed set of random interactions { K i } (for example K i = +1 for all i ) . Then if there exist some choices of { J i } # { K i } which give the right R' for P patterns and if the only choice is { J i } = { K i } for P + l patterns, this means that the system has perfectly learnt after P patterns. a , ( N ) defined by (31) is shown for model B by the full circles in figure 3 .
The N-' dependence of a , ( N ) for model B is not linear and seems to reach a maximum at N -13. This makes the extrapolation difficult. However, from the data shown in figure 3 , it seems reasonable that for model B ac= 1.35k0.10.
We see that this estimate satisfies rather well the bound a,< 1.448 obtained in 0 2 (equation (26)). If the extrapolated value (33) is right, then model B is a case for which the bound (26) gives a rather good approximation of a,.
Solution of model C
For model C , the inputs {Sr} and the outputs R" of each pattern are chosen at random and the Boolean function F is arbitrary. This would correspond to the limit of a multiconnected network with p spin interactions in the limit p + CO (Gardner 1985 , 1987b , Derrida 1980 . For a given set of P patterns chosen at random, one can define for each Boolean function F, an energy W ( F ) as the number of patterns p for which the function F gives the wrong output Rp. There are 2*' possible Boolean functions F and for each function the energy W ( F ) is an integer between 0 and P.
By analogy with Gardner and Derrida (1988) , one can define a partition function Z ( h ) by where (-) denotes the average over the random choices of the P patterns and where a is defined by
(36) (one should notice that this new definition of a is pifferent from ( 5 ) : since the number of possible Boolean functions is much larger (22 ) than for models A and B, P can also be much larger).
The derivation of (35) is rather easy: there are M = 2N possible input configurations {SI}. When one chooses P patterns at random, some input configurations { S i } never occur among these P patterns, some input configurations { S , } occur only once, some occur twice, and so on. Let M,, be the number of input configurations { S , } such that n (among the P random patterns) have this configuration {SI} as input. One has of course f M n = M = 2 N f n M , = P =~t 2~.
Because the P patterns are chosen at random and independently, one can easily show that for M + CO, one has
CY"
M n = -e -" M n ! ( P points are chosen at random among M points; M O is the number of points which are never chosen, M I is the number of points which are chosen once,. . . , M,, is the number of points which are chosen n times). Among these M , input configurations, which occur n times among the P patterns, of fmi, for model C:
In the limit h +cc (Gardner and Derrida 1988) , one can obtain the exact expression (45) Of course, the exact value cy, = 0 (42) satisfies this bound (45). However, we see that, for model C, the bound gives a rather poor estimate of the exact value. For a > 1 , the calculation of the lower bound f of fmin can be repeated. The probability Q( F, f) that a given function F gives the right answer for P ( 1 -f) patterns and the wrong answer for pf patterns is:
Exactly in the same way as in 0 2, this leads to the following expression of the lower bound f of fmin :
is shown in figure 4 . We see again that this bound is a rather bad estimate for fmin.
For model C, it is also possible to obtain the a,(N) as in 0 3. It would be too difficult to use the same Monte Carlo sampling and to go through all the possible functions (there are 22w possible functions for model C instead of 2 N for models A and B). However, because model C is exactly soluble, one can obtain exact expressions for the a , ( N ) .
One can first calculate the probability Q K ( P ) that choosing P input patterns at random among M = 2 N possible input patterns, one gets K different input patterns. Of course one has Q 1 ( 1 ) = 1 and
For P = 2, one can easily check that and one can show that This recursion relation allows one to obtain all the QK ( P ) (at least on the computer). If all the patterns have different input patterns, i.e.: if K = P, there always exists a function F which gives the right answer for all the P patterns (there is no contradiction).
If K = P -1 , one input pattern {Si} is repeated twice. There is a probability 4 that the two outputs corresponding to this input pattern are contradictory. Therefore, there exists a function F only with probability i.
For arbitrary K and P, the probability that there is no contradiction for the patterns which have identical inputs is 2 K -P . It follows that for P random patterns, the probability H ( P ) that there exists a Boolean function F which gives the right output for all the P patterns is P H ( P ) = 2 K -P Q K ( P ) .
K = l
The probability that there exists such a function for P random patterns and not for P + 1 patterns is H( P ) -H( P + 1 ) and a,( N ) is given by 
a , ( N ) = -c P ( H ( P ) -H ( P + l ) ) = -H ( P ) .
The values of a , ( N ) calculated using equations (49)- (53) are shown in figure 3 . We see that a,( N ) converges quickly to its exact limit a , = 0. This convergence seems faster for model C than for models A and B. This is probably due to the fact that phase space is much larger ( 2 * ' ) for model C than for models A and B ( 2 N ) .
This good convergence to the exact limit for model C gives more confidence in the numerical extrapolations (32) and (33) of 0 3.
Conclusion (BD alone)
It is with a great deal of pain and emotion that I come to the end of this paper. For many years, Elizabeth has been both a very close collaborator and a very faithful friend. During all these years, by her exceptional scientific talent and by her kindness, she made all our work together most pleasant and fruitful. It is hard to accept that our collaboration, which I found both enjoyable and stimulating, should have ended so prematurely. This work is unfinished. What is written here corresponds to what was discussed with Elizabeth between January 1987 and May 1988. We started to work on models A and C in the spring of 1987 in Paris. The work on model B and the calculations of § 3 were started when both of us were visiting the Hebrew University of Jerusalem in the spring of 1988. This paper should have included another part: Elizabeth wanted, and had started, to extend to these models the replica approach she had developed in her previous works.
